I

an accurate appraisal of the work the present requirements but rather possibly conform with the figures it is the Ethical Committee has been able to sponsor the site of all such functions if it is faculty members under the guidance of Professor John T. Rule, faculty sections held teas with various mutual functions.

In normal Meetings

that democracy is full of compromise, man does not stick close to his tic freedom, the American one of freedom as the right to run his constitutes what is known as "Positive" law. It did not compass the law "Negative" law, which governs the interpretation of the works.

Concepts of Freedom

He illustrated the point by saying that the artist has a "Freedom" which assure that the guarantee of "Positive" freedom is a part of harmony, but the law has as many interpretations as the laws which have been the subject of so many interpretations. An Englishman thinks of the law as a business on a socialistic plan, the American one of freedom, the American one of free enterprise.

The second point is the difference of values. The first is the emotional feeling of a leader who is not prone to compromise. It is the American one of freedom, where everyone can take whatever action it might deem ideal, if he compromises him, it is thought of as not a morally good man. It was pointed out, however, that the emotional feeling is full of compromises.

Rand vs. West

The second point is the difference between Oriental and Western (Continued on Page 5)

Room Planned For Informal Meetings

Following its policy of serving to its student-faculty relations, the Student - Faculty Committee is proposing a new room where groups may get together informally or conduct room where these groups may better student-faculty relations, according to the group and the individual stores. This report has been put into effect in United States.

F. E. F. Offers Jobs To Students During Summer Vacation

M.I.T. students interested in getting work after graduation and employment during the summer vacation and a good opportunity to learn the business, by the Foundry Educational Foundation.

F.E. F. also sponsors scholarships of $750 for the senior student, $250 for the junior student, $150 for the sophomore student, and $100 for the freshman student. Application for summer employment must be made by completing the F.E. F. registration form. These forms are available in the office of Mr. F. E. F. at 1111 Massachusetts Avenue, and the application must be postmarked on or before June 15th.

F.E. F. also sponsors scholarships of $750 for the senior student, $250 for the junior student, $150 for the sophomore student, and $100 for the freshman student. Application for summer employment must be made by completing the F.E. F. registration form. These forms are available in the office of Mr. F. E. F. at 1111 Massachusetts Avenue, and the application must be postmarked on or before June 15th.

In order to meet the demands of the various functions, the committee has been able to sponsor several student-faculty parties in the Moore Room.

Hour rating of the courses have been published and are an accurate representation of the work of the National Student Association.

Most other college students in the greater Boston area new benefit from this plan. Many students will be able to take advantage of their courses in their home towns as this plan has been put into effect in nearly all college towns in the United States.

A.L.E.E. Sponsors Contest For Best Engr. Paper

First prize prize paper is being sponsored by the Boston Section of the American Society for Testing Materials. First prize is $25 for the best undergraduate paper and $50 for the best Graduate paper. There are also branch and district prizes in addition to two $10 prizes being presented by the Student Chapter.

Applications are open to students with a grade point average of 3.0 or higher. Application forms must be submitted by the Student Chapter and the application must be postmarked on or before June 15th.

Soph's, Frosh Vote Section Leaders

During elections held by both the Sophomore and Frosh sections, the following were named as section leaders for the sophomore class: Sophomore: Robert C. White. Frosh: Donald H. Brown.

Women's Mag Competition Draws Tech Co-ed's Entry

Natasha L. Ashburn, '59, a course in Mechanical Engineering, has been appointed as a member of the Mademoiselle's College Editors' Council. She will be responsible for selecting the editor of the magazine.

Soph's, Frosh Vote Section Leaders

During elections held by both the Sophomore and Frosh sections, the following were named as section leaders for the sophomore class: Sophomore: Robert C. White. Frosh: Donald H. Brown.
Fraternity Findings

The Phi Kappa's led off last week with a series of affairs climaxing with the Social for the final night. 

Saturday classes are the basis of many people's existence. Some, for instance, are not too keen on a group of entreprenes young traffic. They have, however, been scheduled for 9:00 Saturday morning. They went right out, but by the time the traffic reached around 10:00, they decided they had had enough. Last Saturday they showed up -- dressed in bathrobes and pajamas.

A group of years ago a frustrated freshman was in the habit of obtaining a date for a dance schedule for the coming weekend. Towards the middle of the week he found, much to his chagrin, no date. He quickly turned to the office of his advisor, whither he found the director, dressed in bathrobes and pajamas, had done the same.

Determining academic freedom. Rarely does the faculty stand up for the academic freedom of the students. A few students give such clear and forthright testimonies of how to deal with the problems, that rise out of the academic freedom of the students. Many students have been sufficiently virile to allow the expression of American students to a sufficient degree.

Whether we like it or not, more than one-third of the globe is now called to totalitarian prig and that we must take cognizance of how to deal with the problems, that rise out of the academic freedom of the students. Many students have been sufficiently virile to allow the expression of American students to a sufficient degree. (Continued from Page 1)

A. H. E.
Skiing Team Tops Harvard, Yale, Wins Norwich Meet; Smith Stars

Scoring heavily in all four events, Tech's skiing team won the Norwich slalom at meet held at Lyndonville, Vermont, last week-end. Harvard took second place with Yale third.

For Smith of Tech was high scorer in the combined four events as a result of finishing second in both the slalom and the jumping, and fifth in the downhill. This gave Smith a total of 275.3 in Tompkins points, while Graham Taylor of Harvard was close behind with 793.

Other high scorers for Tech included Knut Kolster, who won the slalom by two seconds and tied for second place in the downhill; Andy Wessel, who was second in the cross-country and sixth in the jumping, and Jack Behr, who tied with Kolster in the downhill and took fourth place in the slalom and the cross-country. Houck Bull, Jim Reid and Andreas Anderson also broke into the scoring column for the Engineers.

The outstanding single performer in the meet was Dave Fother of Yale, who won both the downhill race and the jump, setting a new full record of 111 feet in the latter event.

The technical slalom was won by Wessell, who was second in the cross-country and sixth in the jumping, and Jack Bent, who tied for fifth place in the slalom and the cross-country. Houck Bull, Jim Reid and Andreas Anderson also broke into the scoring column for the Engineers.

Despite the sterling efforts of Captain Jim Madden, who poured fifty points through the Walker loop last Monday night, Tech's final scores were downed by New Hampshire by the count of 32-21. In a preliminary contest the Tech freshmen defeated Governor Dummer Academy, 45-40.

If of Madden's tallies came in the first half on an assortment of slams which included numerous set shots, one handed, and "in a spot", a shot taken underhand in mid-air. Jim singlehandedly kept the Engineers in the game during the first half, which ended with the Wildcats in front, 25-24. The Terriers, will meet the winner of the BC-BU and Northeastern game, tonight Tuesday evening, and, with BC, BU, and Northeastern, the team is now definitely in the New England Invitational Playoffs.

Photo by Gerhardt

Jim Madden of Tech and Bill Levandowski (14) and Bill Haubrich (11) and Mike Smith of Harvard jump for a rebound. Looking on are Lou Marden (18) and Ozzie Hanabacke (6) of Tech, and Bill Millman (4) and Len Carboneaux (23) of the Wildcats.

Relays Win Heat Bow In IC4A Final

Jack Adams Takes 5th In 85 lb. Weight Throw

The Yale relay team weight thrower Jack Adams, and two pole vaulters represented Tech in the IC4A meet in New York.

In the mile relay, the Engineers got off to a good start by defeating Fordham, Yale, Pennsylvania, Penn State, and Navy in the qualifying heat with an excellent time of 3:30. However, in the finals disqualifier marked the picture. Leader man Ed O'Connell was caught in a jam on the second turn and was tripped. Jack Adams scored the only points for M.I.T. when he threw the 85 lb. weight 6 ft. 10 in. This gave him a fifth place in a contest in which the world's record was broken by a ton of 60 ft. 7 1/2 in. By Jim Scroffo of Army, Adams, who broke the M.I.T. record a week ago, bettered his mark by nine inches.

Despite the sterling efforts of Captain Jim Madden, who poured fifty points through the Walker loop last Monday night, Tech's final scores were downed by New Hampshire by the count of 32-21. In a preliminary contest the Tech freshmen defeated Governor Dummer Academy, 45-40.

If of Madden's tallies came in the first half on an assortment of slams which included numerous set shots, one handed, and "in a spot", a shot taken underhand in mid-air. Jim singlehandedly kept the Engineers in the game during the first half, which ended with the Wildcats in front, 25-24.
Convection (Continued from Page 1)

I view for President Truman and Mr. Churchill.

The committee believes that the seat for the inauguration will also fall upon the capacity of the Rockwell Cage and that it will be necessary to provide for overflow audiences. These will be provided for in the Assembly and the Great Court.

Students Overflow

Because all groups must be permitted reasonable representation in the Rockwell Cage, it is expected that it may be necessary to ask that a majority of the students, as a courtesy to visiting alumni and distinguished guests, seat themselves in one of these overflow spaces.

The committee will, at an early date, issue announcements about the distribution of tickets to personnel other than students and the distribution of tickets to permanent workmen for permanent work-Juniors for summer work, Seniors for permanent work—Seniors for permanent work—Seniors for permanent work—Seniors for permanent work.

The committee believes that the demand for seats at the inauguration will also far exceed the capacity of the Rockwell Cage and that it will be necessary to provide for overflow audiences. These will be provided for in the Assembly and the Great Court.
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Basketball

(Continued from Page 8)

B.C. debacle last week, the freshmen played good ball in defeating a strong Governor Dummer Five which had previously won ten out of twelve starts.

Herb Ginius, Larry Garrett, Mike Steacy, and Lou Lee all scored in double figures and, together with Dick Holmseth, formed a quintet which functioned quite smoothly.

Both the varsity and freshman seasons come to an end tomorrow night as Connecticut visits Walker Gym. Tip-off time for the last game is at 7:00 p.m.